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Abstract
Recipe websites are a popular destination for home cooks to discover new recipes and find
what to cook. However, the most popular way of recommending recipes to users is trough
similarity and popularity-based recommendations, which previous research has shown tend to
be unhealthy. Building upon knowledge on how diverse sets of options increases satisfaction,
this thesis investigates whether a multi-list recommender interface can support healthier food
choices compared to traditional single-list interfaces, as well as increase choice satisfaction.
As diverse set of options may introduce choice overload to users, explanations were investi-
gated in terms of how they affect user evaluation with regards to choice difficulty, perceived
diversity and understandability. A developed recommender system was used in a online study
(N = 366), where users could select recipes from recommendations, as well as answering short
questionnaires regarding their choices. The analysis showed that a multi-list recommender sys-
tem was not able to support healthier food choices. However, users who interacted with the
multi-list interface found it more satisfactory compared to single-list users. No significant
evidence was found that explanations could mitigate choice difficulty. This thesis provides
novel work on the utilization of multi-list recommender systems with explanations in the food
recommender domain, which can further be expanded with considering other factors such in-
cluding personalized recommendations in the multi-list interface.
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Recipe websites are a popular destination for home-cooks to find new recipes to cook, and
as the COVID-19 pandemic that hit globally in 2020 imposed several restrictions, restaurants
across the world were forced to close. Studies have reported an increase in home-cooking
and shopping of ingredients for such activities [35, 8], both due to closed restaurants as well
as people picking up a new hobby. This makes recipe websites even more actual to visit for
a lot of people. One example of a popular recipe website site among the large quantity that
exists is allrecipes.com, the world’s largest food-focused social network [3]. On their page
users can find a large amount of recipes generated by users, staff and brands. With a large
quantity of options for their users, allrecipes.com uses recommender systems to recommend
recipes to their users. Food recommender systems presents recipes to users based on both
shared properties of recipes and based on what he or she liked in the past [54]. For example,
users who indicate to favor a certain type of recipes, will be presented more recipes with
similar ingredients in future sessions. Better user experience trough personalization can result
in higher user retention for allrecipes.com. Recommender systems similar to this are used in
a lot of domains to recommend items to users, most common applications are in movies, for
example on streaming services such as Netflix, or in e-commerce such as Amazon and Ebay.
During the first year of the pandemic, researchers saw an additional increase in the intake
of saturated fat [35], as well as increase in purchasing of ingredients linked to unhealthy food,
such as pizza and pasta [8], making it important to focus on how to promote healthier recipes.
Major diseases such as diabetes and cardiovascular diseases can be prevented trough adopting
a healthier diet [9, 59], which in turn can be done trough proper home cooking [33]. However,
adopting a healthy diet can be a daunting and complicated task. In an online setting, users
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struggle to identify healthy and unhealthy recipes due to lack of knowledge and misleading
cues [16]. Current recipe websites often presents different healthiness metrics on recipes, but
the informative value of these metrics largely depends on their knowledge level in regards to
what constitutes a unhealthy or healthy recipe.
Food recommender systems on recipe websites can be a viable subject to research when
it comes to help users change their eating habits, but these systems are currently ineffective
in changing eating habits for the better, and can in some cases contribute to more unhealthy
eating [16]. If a user seeks out a healthy recipe, similarity-based food recommender systems
will recommend more similar, but unhealthier recipes - which is how most commercial food
recommender systems behave currently. Several attempts on how food recommender systems
can be used to offer healthier alternatives to users can be found in literature, such as systems
that consider users health goals in recipe recommendations has been created and researched
[18, 1, 16]. Said systems allow for users to input their health goals or dietary needs, in order
to recommend recipes that take the goals and needs into account. Although several attempts
have been made in regards to creating recommender systems which promotes healthy recipes,
little research been conducted on how the presentation of these recommendations can affect
the decision process when users need to chose what to eat [54]. Recommender system re-
search is often concerned with algorithmic accuracy, while other factors that can influence
user experience such as diversification in recommendations are often overlooked in research
[28, 32].
Humans are subject to several decision-making biases during the process of making deci-
sions. Choice overload is one example, which describes how too many options to choose from
can make it more difficult to make a decision, and can also create unsatisfactory results after
the choice has been made [25]. Even though recommender systems are proposed as a solution
to mitigate such biases [2] they still exists in recommender systems [7], and remain relatively
unexplored - especially in the domain of food recommender systems. Lastly, humans are sub-
ject to encounter the issue that our preferences are not always fixed in every decision making
scenario. Research suggest that preferences are often constructive, meaning that we construct
preferences "on the go", depending on the context. This is due to several factors, such as bi-
ases which makes it difficult to create preferences for many different situations, or that humans
often has multiple goals in a decision making situation [6].
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With regards to eating and food choices, humans can often have different goals at different
times. Sometimes we may seek to eat what we want without special consideration, other times
we focus on different goals such as weight loss, reduce risk of diseases or just reap the benefits
of healthier eating. However, recommender systems in the food domain are often based on
previous eating habits and food choices a user has made in the system. Therefore, their new
goals and preferences may conflict with previous ones.
Similarity-based recommendations, which are often found on recipe websites will provide
very similar recipes to the one that a user is currently looking at. Meaning that if a user is for
example seeking out high caloric recipes, chances are they will be recommended more of the
same recipes, with very slight variation. While this can be an effective way to provide very
similar and satisfying alternatives to a user, it remains as an ineffective strategy if one seeks to
change their eating habits. One solution to this problem can be to entirely exchange the set of
recommendations completely with new and healthier alternatives, but this might leave the user
with an unsatisfying experience with the recommender system since people have a general
preference for unhealthy foods [16, 55], and doing this may leave the user with the impression
of no satisfactory alternatives.
1.1 Problem
As the current state of food recommender systems often are single-list interfaces, they can
only account for one factor at a time when recommending recipes - factors such as either
recommending healthier alternatives of recipes, or similarity-based recommendations to cater
towards current or previous preferences. This entails that recommending healthier alterna-
tives may lead to dissatisfaction for users, as they can be perceived as not similar to their
preferences. To address the issue explained, this thesis investigates a multi-list approach for
recommending food recipes to users. An example of a multi-list interface is presented in fig-
ure 1.1, which is a partial screenshot taken from the streaming service HBO Nordic. Multi-list
interfaces consists of providing recommendations to users in several lists at once, where each
list can optimize for a specific factor or theme. Looking at other domains, multi-list interfaces
have been utilized by Netflix for recommending movies, where the interface consists of up to
40 lists each with a specific theme. Themes can vary from personalized lists where movies
3
Figure 1.1: Partial screenshot of a multi-list recommender interface utilized by HBO Nordic. Depicted
are three different lists, where each emphasizes a particular theme. The theme is explained trough short
explanations.
are recommended based on previous likings, to showing movies in other categories [19]. Such
interfaces allow for both catering to previous preferences, while also recommending slightly
dissimilar alternatives that could still be appreciated by users. Furthermore, multi-list inter-
faces often presents explanations in conjunction with a recommended list, briefly explaining
the content. Usage of explanations in multi-list recommender interfaces is thus not novel, as
it has been used in other domains such as Netflix for movies and Amazon in eCommerce.
However, the effects of explanations in a multi-list context has yet to be researched and tested.
In a food recommender system context, it is expected that presenting users recipes in a
multi-list interface can lead to users selecting healthier recipes, while their choice satisfac-
tion remain positive, or even increased. Previous studies have found a relation between in-
creased set size/diversity and choice satisfaction [25], as well as increased satisfaction when
recommendations are organized [11, 38]. A multi-list recommender system allows for both
increasing diversity of recommendations, as well as organization. By utilizing a multi-list rec-
ommender system, several algorithms can be used to optimize for different factors, and thus
provide a more diverse recommendation set for the user. To account for users preferences,
allowing for similar item retrieval can be done trough one list in the interface [46], while other
lists can optimize for similar but healthier alternatives such as low fat options or alternatives
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with less calories. By having several algorithms that creates diversity in a multi-list interface,
the hypothesis is that the chances of a user making a healthier food choice will increase, while
affecting their satisfaction in a positive way. Multi-lists interfaces in recommender systems
have been researched to some extent earlier, such as the work Chen & Pu [11] where they
analyzes eye tracking movement of their subjects when looking at recommendations in a sin-
gle list interface, vs an interface with a category structure. However this type of organizing
recommendations is merely categorizing the recommendations, while the approach taken in
this thesis uses different algorithms for each list.
In addition to use multi-lists, the study also investigates explanations of recommendations
by accompanying each list with explanatory labels that describe the content of the recommen-
dation set. Explanations in a recommender system can increase transparency, and expose the
reasoning behind why something is recommended [51]. The aim with explanatory labels in
conjunction with multi-list recommendations in a food recommender system is to increase the
appeal of less similar, however healthier items. For example, the lists can be explained by
using health metrics such as "recipes with less fat" or "Alternatives with fewer calories".
1.2 Research Questions
Based on the defined problem above, following research questions are raised:
• RQ1: To what extent can a multi-list food recommender interface support healthy food
choices, compared to a single list interface?
– RQ1.1: To which extent do multi-list interfaces affect how users perceive and
evaluate a food recommender system compared to a single-list interface?
• RQ2: To what extent do recommendation explanations support healthier food choices?
– RQ2.1: To what extent do explanations decrease choice difficulty and increase
perception of diversity and understandability with regards to choosing a recipe
from a recommender system?
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1.3 Thesis Outline
Figure 1.2: General overview of the thesis structure. Depicted are the remaining chapters in this thesis,
with explanations on the work conducted for each one.
The remainder of this thesis is structure into four chapters:
• Chapter 2 Provides a thorough review of related works in food recommender systems,
nudging and choice architecture, as well as explanations and choice overload.
• Chapter 3 Describes the materials for the experiment, regarding the dataset and devel-
oped prototype. Furthermore, this chapter describes the procedure and research design
of the experiment, as well as measures and descriptive statistics from the experiment.
• Chapter 4 Details all results from the statistical analysis conducted in order to answer
the research questions





This section presents a general introduction to recommender systems, describing different
types of algorithmic approaches that are being used, as well as examples of health aware
food recommender systems. Furthermore, a presentation of literature on how explanations are
utilized in recommender systems is done, as several multi-list recommender interfaces utilizes
explanations for explaining the theme or content of a particular list. This section also looks at
how nutritional values can be used to explain healthiness of recipes, and also how they can be
used as explanations in a multi-list recommender system. The concept of nudging and choice
architecture is introduced, explaining how positioning and addition of items can persuade users
towards different choices. Finally, a summary is presented, with an overview of how this thesis
will address shortcomings in previous literature.
2.1 Recommender Systems
Recommender systems are often employed to help users find what they need, whether it is
movies on Netflix, books or other products on amazon.com or a new recipe to cook for dinner.
These systems normally recommends “items” of a specific type, such as a food recipe. The
systems graphical interface and algorithms generates recommendations that are customized to
provide suggestions for the specific type of item to the user. Various forms of recommender
systems exists, where collaborative filtering systems are most popular. This implementation
recommends items based on knowledge from the ‘crowd’. Each user rates some specific items,
then the system is able to recommend items to the user based on other users ratings [43]. A
commonly used recommender library in recommender system literature is the MovieLens rec-
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ommender system, which recommends movies to users that matches their preferences. The
recommendations are based on collaborative filtering of other members movie ratings and re-
views [21]. Another implementation is called content based recommender system and allows
recommendations by using the existing information about items. This information can be genre
about a movie, or nutrients in a particular food item. These kinds of recommender systems
utilize information about a users preference and recommends items based on the item-specific
information [41]. Similarity-based recommender systems are often used in the food domain,
where the systems recommends items similar to a reference item, such as when a user is look-
ing at a recipe, recipes with similar properties such as ingredients or cooking directions will
be recommended. A last kind of relevant recommender system in the food recommendation
domain is called knowledge based recommender system [41, 37]. Knowledge based recom-
mender systems are based on explicit knowledge about the items in the recommender systems,
the users preferences and also the recommender criteria. This approach is useful when users
have specific requirements, for example different health goals or health issues that needs to be
considered when recommending food items.
Typical usage of recommender systems on recipe websites are similarity-based, meaning
that the recommended recipes share many of the properties as the reference recipe, which is
evident in research on food-recommender systems such as in [56]. These properties are often
ingredients, cooking directions or type of cuisine the recipe belongs to. Research of Trattner
& Jannach [56] tried several similarity metrics for recipes; including titles, images, ingredients
and directions, showing that recommendations based on of of these factors, or all combined
leads to the highest perceived similarity for users, while title - based similarity performed
particularly well.
Depicted in Figure 2.1 below is an example of a recommender system on allrecipes.com.
In this particular example the reference recipe was for fried chicken, and the yielded recom-
mendations are similar fried chicken recipes. While this system is efficient for providing very
similar alternatives, it does not create a diverse set of recommendations and is therefore inef-
fective in changing users eating behavior.
A commonly found section on recipe websites is recommending popular recipes, based
on other users ratings, likes, and click history, an example of this is shown in figure 2.2 from
seriouseats.com. This type of recommendation technique can be an effective way to provide
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Figure 2.1: Example of similarity-based recommendations from allrecipes.com, showing several similar
fried chicken recipes after a user has found a particular fried chicken recipe. The recommendation list
is presented under the recipe the user currently looking at.
satisfactory recommendations to users as neighbour based recommendations tend to be popular
with users [24]. This could however lead to unhealthy eating patterns as findings from research
show that users often have a general preference for unhealthy foods.
2.2 Considering Health When Recommending Recipes
Research shows that recipes found online are generally unhealthy. Trattner & Elsweiler [55]
investigated the health of online sourced recipes, and their findings show that only a fraction
of recipes on popular sites such as allrecipes.com can be considered healthy according to stan-
dards set by WHO and Food Standards Agency (FSA). Furthermore, their investigations show
that state of the art recommender systems also tend to produce unhealthy recommendations.
In literature on food recommender systems, we can find several attempts to solve the prob-
lem of unhealthy recommendations, and we can see how health can be considered and in-
corporated in food recommender systems. The aspect of health in food-recommender system
literature has been considered mainly in two different ways; one way being generally providing
healthier recipes to users that match their preferences, and the other possibility is providing at-
tention to users health goals. Such goals can be dietary restrictions due to diseases or illnesses,
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Figure 2.2: Example of popularity-based recommendations on seriouseats.com, depicted are recom-
mendations for recipes that are popular with other visitors of the recipe-site.
or health goals in regards to loosing or gaining weight.
Agapito et al. [1] proposes a web-based system called DIETOS, which is to improve qual-
ity of life of both healthy people, but also individuals with chronical diseases. The proposed
system gives personalized recommendations for food, according to the users health profile. Ge
et al. [18] presents a mobile application that recommends set of recipes to users created on
the basis of users preferences on ingredients and their daily calorie goals. A web system is
proposed that can automatically provide entire meal plans that takes the users taste and health
goals into account. By using data on age, gender and height, the system can calculate nutri-
tional requirements for a user. Similar to DIETOS, the users rank a number of recipes in the
system which builds their taste profile. In addition, the users also have the ability to directly
chose some meals, and have the system recommend the rest of the meal plan. By suggesting
entire meal plans the system makes it easier to eat healthy, as people often have a lack of
knowledge on nutrition. Harvey & Elsweiler [22] also demonstrates how recommender sys-
tems can be used to recommend entire meal plans as opposed to only recommending recipes.
Toledo et al. [60] presents a general framework for daily meal plan recommendations. The
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proposed framework is original in the sense that it manages user preferences and nutritional
information in recommendations, which their literature review shows that most other tools do
not do both.
Elsweiler et al. [16] explores the feasibility of substituting meals that would typically be
recommended to users, with similar but healthier dishes. Their research shows that people have
a difficult time identifying unhealthy recipes (recipes with higher fat content). This struggle
is due to lack of information from the recipes, lack of previous knowledge an also misleading
cues such as images. Building upon this, their research show that it is possible to replace
recipes with healthier but similar, or better rated alternatives. The study shows that people
have a implicit preference for fat dense foods as participants cannot tell the difference when
asked, but typically select fattier recipe according to their preference. How the participants
percept fat content can be influenced by the information available. Misleading cues such as
images or title can bias and result in false impression of healthiness of the recipe. These biases
can in return be exploited to nudge people towards choosing less fattier options of recipes.
Looking at the algorithmic approaches to healthy recipe recommendations, the work of
Elsweiler et al. [16] consists of retrieving similar items to a reference recipe, based on one or
more similarity factors. Upon retrieving similar items, post - filtering methods can be applied
to filter out healthy recipes based on a specific metric, such as fat content. The algorithm found
in [18] considers a users list of preferences and ratings on previous recommendations, while
also accounting for the amount of calories in the recipes and the amount the user needs to
meet the daily goal. The automated meal plan system found in [22] calculates a daily calorie
requirement based on the estimated metabolic rate for the users, and then generates a set of
recipes that match their taste profile, which also meets the users daily nutritional requirements.
An interesting approach is proposed by Gorbonos et al. [20], Which takes user preferences
as input in the form of an ingredient list, and then creates a pseduo-recipe with a healthy
baseline. Furthermore, the system searches for actual recipes in a dataset that are similar to the
created pseduo-recipe, thus creating a healthy-recipe first as a baseline and then find similar
alternatives to that recipe.
Cataldo et al. [37] considers a knowledge-based recommender approach, where knowledge
about the user as well as recipes is used to provide recipes to the user. For example, by knowing
a users BMI, the system ranks recipes according to the BMI. If the BMI is over 25, the system
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applies a modifier which ranks low-calorie recipes higher, and if the value is under 25, then
the system ranks higher-calorie recipes higher. Other factors such as mood, activity level,
and health (i.e stress, sleep, depression) is also taken into account, and relevant modifiers
are applied based on knowledge on the correlation between a particular user aspect and food
items. Studies suggest a link between stress and the content of salt in recipes, so the system
will recommend recipes to users with sodium levels for users who report high stress levels.
2.3 Nudging and Choice Architecture
The study in this thesis is concerned about providing similar but healthier recipe alternatives
without explicitly removing unhealthy alternatives trough multi-list interfaces. This is a con-
cept of both nudging and choice architecture. A common definition of a nudge is any aspect
of the choice architecture that alters peoples behavior in a predictable way but without for-
bidding any options or significantly changing their economic incentives [49]. The concept of
choice architecture is concerned with how the organization of choices in a context can affect
a persons decision. A typical example of how choice architecture is present in our daily lives
is the placement of products in supermarket checkout, which caters to humans impulsiveness
when shopping. Promoting specific products in this area can be highly viable, as the checkout
register is one spot in a supermarket that every customer has to visit, and are held captive until
it is their turn [5].
The persons who are in charge of how alternatives are presented in a choice scenario (i.e
what items to place in a supermarket checkout) are often called ‘choice architects’, which
can alter choice architectures to create nudges. Since products found at the checkout in a
supermarket are often unhealthy items such as chocolate bars, or other sweets [14], researchers
have conducted studies on how choice architectures can be altered to make consumers make
healthier purchases at checkout, or in other words nudge them to do so. Kroose et al. [30]
show that by adding healthier alternatives to the checkout area, and still keeping the unhealthy
products the consumers were successfully nudged into making healthier food purchases at
checkout. By keeping both options at the same place, the customers are not taken away any
options. Similar conclusions were found in a longer study by Van Gestel et al. [57] where they
tried re-positioning healthy items to the checkout area, and providing unhealthier items other
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places in the store. Even though the items are removed from the checkout area, the customers
are still free to seek them out in other parts of the store, thus this is also not breaking the nudge
definition. Similarly to real life situations, placement of items in recommender systems is also
important. The way that the recommendations are presented to the user affects how the user
makes decisions or choices. Studies show that users pay more attention to first few items in
a list, than items lower down [7]. Similar observations are made in grid layouts, where users
pay more attention to top left-items.
Johnson et al. [27] provides an overview of several tools or techniques that can be used
by choice architects. These tools are divided in two categories; tools used for structuring the
choice task, and tools used for describing the choice options. Some of the techniques that can
be used is for example reducing the amount of alternatives to reduce the choice overload, or
make limited time windows, often employed in for example gift card settings. Another tool
that is described is the use of attributions for describing or explaining different choice options.
People often make choices by weighing pros and cons of attributes on different alternatives,
or choices are often made by looking at attributes and predicting how satisfied we will be in
the future with a particular alternative. Recommender systems often utilize explanations of
recommendations to describe what has been recommended to users, and these explanations
can be formed based on the attributes of items in the recommendation set.
2.4 Explanations in Recommender Systems
Explanations in recommender systems can yield several advantages. Tintarev & Masthoff [50]
show seven advantages of providing explanations in a recommender system; by providing
explanations, the system can be transparent to its users (1), allowing scrutability (2) and also
increase trust (3). Further they can be effective to help users make a decision (4), and increase
the efficiency (5) thus helping users make decisions faster. This can help increasing the overall
satisfaction (6) while using a recommender system. Furthermore, a benefit for the system
is that explanations can also be persuasive (7), and convince them to try or buy something.
Explanations persuading users to make a choice can be considered as a nudge, by framing a
specific item in a particular way. I.e in a food recommender setting where the systems goal is to
make users eat healthy, persuasive explanations can be beneficial for the user, by highlighting
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particular abilities about a recipe, making it more attractive to the user.
A lot of examples on explanations in recommender systems exist in various domains, both
in research and commercial settings. Herlocker et al. [24] conducted one of the first major
works on evaluating explanations in recommender interfaces. Studies on twenty-one imple-
mentations of explanation interfaces, by using the MovieLens system. The study concludes
that best performing explanations are based on the ratings of neighbours, and histogram pre-
sentation performed better than a table presentation. Since the movie domain is the most
popular application of recommender systems, it is natural that a lot of research literature on
explanations is concentrated around this domain. The work of Symendiondis et al. [48] from
2009 show an implementation of a movie recommender system called "MoviExplain" which
provides explanations for why a particular movie was recommended. The explanations are
formed based on similar movie features between previous rated movies and the recommended
movie. With regards to multi-list recommender systems, explanations are utilized by netflix in
their multi-list interface, which labels each list presented to the user, according to the theme of
the list [19], thus explaining the content as well as providing separation between the lists.
In food recommender systems, research on explanations is however scarce, according to the
state-of-the-art summary by Trattner & Elsweiler [54]. Some implementations of explanations
in food recommender systems is the work of Elahi et al. [15] which presents a prototype
of interactive food recommender systems for groups in planning their meals. The users can
add tags on what kind of ingredients or type of food they do or do not want. The system
then recommends a recipe, and provides a explanation that informs the user why the particular
recipe was recommended. The work of Harvey & Elsweiler [22], mentioned in earlier sections
also includes explanations in their meal plan recommender system, where each recommended
meal plan is accompanied with nutritional values, and how far off these are from the users
ideal values. Similar to this, Leipold et al. [31] created an mobile application for logging daily
nutrients, which also recommends new recipes based on previously consumed nutrients. Each
recommendation includes nutritional values, and explains how much the recipe fills the daily
macro nutrient goals of the user.
Cataldo et al. [36] explored natural language explanations/justifications on food recom-
mendations. Based on both user characteristics, recipe features and domain knowledge, the
recommender system produced natural language explanations which both informed users about
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healthier choices as well as being personalized. Some examples of user characteristics were
BMI, cooking skill level, or health goals, while recipe features were nutritional values, recipe
difficulty or ingredients. A combination of these features could produce either single style
justifications such as “Vegetable soup has 462 calories, please consider it since your goal is
to lose weight”, or comparative style which compared two different recipes; “Vegetable Soup
is easier to prepare than spaghetti cacio and Pepper. They could be more adequate to your
cooking skills, which are low”. Their findings show that the comparative style of justifications
were more effective with regards to healthier food choices.
2.5 Designing explanations
When utilizing explanations in recommender systems, it is important to think trough what
types of explanations to include, and what can be considered a good explanation. Tintarev &
Masthoff [51] provide guidelines on how to design a "good" explanation, and how to evaluate
this. In short, these guidelines tells us that we should consider wanted benefits from using ex-
planations (1), be aware that the evaluation of the explanations are related and confounded with
the functioning of the recommendation engine (2), We should think about how the presentation
of recommendations and interaction with them affect each other and the explanations (3), and
at last we should consider the relationship between the algorithm and the type of explanations
we chose to generate (4).
In a lot of countries, food items we buy and eat every day are required to disclose the
ingredients in the product, and also nutritional content, such as amount of calories, fat, car-
bohydrates, sugar, fiber etc. [17]. The ingredient list and the nutritional content on products
provides explanations on how healthy or unhealthy a particular food item is, for example a
calorie dense or high caloric product is most often classified as an unhealthy food item. The
utilization of nutritional information in recommender systems is a possible way to disclose the
healthiness of a particular recipe, in a similar way. Examples of this is shown in Harvey &
Elsweiler [22], where they disclose the nutritional values such as calories, carbohydrates and
sugar of a recommended meal plan, and how far off this is from ideal values that the particular
user should consume. The popular recipe site allrecipes.com also provides nutritional values
on their recipes, as seen in figure 2.3, which in turn can help identify if a recipe suits their
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goals or needs, and thus assist them in the decision process of whether to cook a recipe or not.
Figure 2.3: Screenshot of nutrition facts displayed at the bottom of a recipe on allrecipes.com, informing
the user about nutritional content of the particular recipe.
From literature in other fields, we see several examples of studies that show how people use
information on nutritional content found on product packaging, to make an informed choice
about their food purchases. Studies done by Kretuer & Brennan [29] show that participants that
have healthier diets report that they read the amount of nutritional content on products more
often than participants with unhealthier diets. Also shown in their studies is that participants
who has diet related health problems use these values to identify which foods they can or
cannot consume. Similar findings where also found in a study conducted by Nayga et al. [39]
in 1998, where results show that participants on a special diet were more likely to read the
disclosed values on products while shopping.
It is important to acknowledge that nutrition label reading can be difficult as well. Shine
et al. [45] identifies in their research that some respondents have difficulties understanding
the labels, and some also pointed out lack of time as a reason to not read nutrition labels on
products, which may indicate that people find it time consuming. Rothman et al. [42] also
identifies that people in general tend to struggle with nutritional labels on products, especially
with calculating serving sizes and nutrients in a particular serving. For example, respondents
struggled with calculating how much carbohydrates a half bagel consisted. Strong correlations
were found between the struggle of label reading and low numeracy and literacy. The authors
also identifies that those who had less struggles had high income and high education back-
grounds. Based on this, consideration has to be made in regards to how to incorporate such
information in for example recommender systems, as people may have different expertise and
experience with it.
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In addition to explanations, an important aspect Johnson et al. [27] addresses is the amount
of choices or options to present. A choice architect needs to balance between two criteria. Pre-
senting more options can be beneficial for the user as it increases their chances for a preference
match, but it also increases the cognitive load since the user needs to evaluate more options.
The answer for what the right balance is dependant on personal characteristics of the decision
maker, meaning that it may not exist one-fits-all solution. For example, older adults prefers
less options than younger adults, as they have less processing capacity. A series of studies by
Schwartz et al. [44] show that different types of people need different set sizes. Maximizers
who seek to maximize their outcome prefer smaller set sizes as these users search for the best
option, and therefore larger set size equals more time spent on searching. Satisficers however
do not always consider all options, and stops after finding a "good enough" solution. In other
words, considering the set size of recommendations is important, especially in avoiding choice
overload.
2.6 Choice Overload
Choice overload is a term that explains the problem where too many choices can give humans
difficulties in deciding. Iyengar & Lepper [25] provided one of the first works that examines
the possibility of the choice overload hypothesis by conducting three studies in both field
and laboratory settings. Their work demonstrate a contradiction to the notion of ’having more
choices is better’, as their studies described above show that having more choices might appear
desirable at first sight, but it can have consequences with regards to choice difficulty, and leave
users with less satisfaction with their choice. Diehl and Poynor [13] also show how larger
choice sets affect satisfaction in a decision scenario. When a person is presented with a large
assortment, their expectations also rise in regards to finding better items. Higher expectations
can then lead to a stronger disappointment if the large assortment does not provide a suitable
match for their expectations.
Some examples of directly addressing choice overload can be found in recommender sys-
tems literature. Bollen et al. [7] has conducted experiments on this matter to see if recom-
mender systems are prone to choice overload. The authors investigate the effect of different
set sizes (5 vs 20 items) and also between low and high quality on perceived variety, attrac-
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tiveness of the recommendation set, choice difficulty and satisfaction with chosen item. Their
findings are that larger sets with only good movies does not equal higher choice satisfaction
in comparison to smaller set sizes. The increased attractiveness of the set gets counteracted
by the increase of choice difficulty. In a study from 2012, Cremonesi et al. [12] show how
personalized recommendation can lead to information overload since it stimulates the user to
seek more alternatives before deciding on their final choice.
2.7 Multi-list Interfaces in Recommender systems
As an effort to reduce choice overload in recommender systems, several researchers have stud-
ied organization based or ’multi-list’ interfaces. Pu and Chen [40] compared a single list in-
terface of recommendations with simple explanations to a multi list interface, where each list
had explanations on what items the particular list contained. The interfaces were evaluated by
prompting users to select a product from a recommendation set which they would purchase if
given the opportunity. Furthermore users opinions were captured on a 6-item questionnaire,
inquiring on overall opinions with the interface. Three constructs were made based on the
questionnaire, where the authors looked at percieved competence, cognitive effort and inten-
tion to return. Their results show that a multi-list interface was perceived more helpful, as it
allowed for easier comparison between items and induced less cognitive strain, even if time
spent on making a decision was equal between the two interfaces. The study also shows that
users had a higher intention to return to the multi-list interface, and on average built more trust
to this presentation form.
As mentioned in the introduction, eye tracking studies conducted by the same authors [11]
investigated attractiveness of organized vs non-organized interfaces, as well as user satisfaction
in a choice context where the main task was to find a product the participant would purchase
if given the opportunity. Saving the particular item meant that the user found it satisfactory,
as opposed to quitting the experiment if no satisfactory items were found. Their results show
that interfaces organized in lists by category were more attractive than single list interfaces.
Multi-list interfaces are often accompanied with short explanations on what each list contain,
or the difference between them. For example in this study each list was accompanied with
titles describing the attributes of the products in each list.
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Netflix is an example of a commercial service with a recommender system that implements
a multi-list interface. Gomez-Uribe & Hunt [19] describes the layout of the homepage on
Netflix and underlying algorithms, which consists of approximately 40 different lists, and up
to 75 videos per list. Each list has recommendations that are generated by one single algorithm.
Each row is also labeled with explanations on what type of movies each list contains to make
the recommendations more transparent and intuitive. A screenshot of the multi-list interface
which Netflix uses is shown in figure 2.4. However, the paper does not include any studies on
the effects of the multi-list interfaces versus other types such as single-list ones, or the effects
of explanations.
Jannach et al. [26] explored the effects of multi-list interfaces for similar-item recommen-
dations, by comparing a long single-list with linebreaks to a multi-list interface separated by
labels. The results from their study showed that single-list interfaces allowed for less effort
when making a choice, compared to a multi-list interface which slowed down the decision
process. However, multi-list interfaces allowed for more exploration, and left the users with
an impression of more diverse and novel recommendations.
Figure 2.4: Screenshot of Netflix landing page, utilizing explanations in a multi-list interface which
explains the theme or content of each presented list. Depicted are three lists of recommendations,
which each optimize for different factors, such as Nordic films & TV.
Similar interfaces are found in e-commerce sites such as amazon, such as demonstrated
in figure 2. Amazon provides several lists, with explanations formed on the basis of item
similarity on items you have previously bought, to neighbour similarity showing which items
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you have bought that customers often buy again. As shown in Herlocker et al. [24], neighbor
similarity explanations are proven to be effective.
Figure 2.5: Screenshot of Amazon’s interface when browsing for books. Depicted is how Amazon
utilizes multi-list interface with explanations to describe the content of each recommended list.
Nanou et al. [38] studied what effects a structured recommender interface (grouped by
genre) has on persuasion and satisfaction vs a unstructured representation. Their results show
that the structured representation affected the systems persuasive ability positively. Users also
reported more ease of use while browsing recommendations in the organization based inter-
face. While their studies on satisfaction could not be fully concluded, it was reasonable to
assume that the participants found the organization based interface to be more satisfying to
use, as it was easier for 75% of the users, and the cognitive load was reduced in the deci-
sion making process. Although similar studies were conducted by Chen & Pu [11, 40], the
work of Nanou et al. is done in the movie domain, where subjective opinions are more preva-
lent whereas Chen & Pu examined recommendations of items which can be more objectively
measured and evaluated.
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2.8 Summary, Differences and Contributions
In this section several works have been presented regarding food recommender systems, choice
overload in recommender systems and how existing research have addressed this problem.
Also included is how explanations can be utilized in recommender systems. However, several
key factors can be identified which previous research has not addressed in regards to these top-
ics. Multiple works on health-aware food recommender systems have been published, while
none are concerned with the presentation of the recommendations, and how this affects the
healthiness of a particular choice as well as no attention has been paid to multi-list recom-
mender systems in the food domain. Explanations have been investigated in multiple domains,
including food recommender systems. Novel work have also explored explanations and what
effect they have on food choices. However, effects of explanations in multi-list interfaces
have yet to be explored. This thesis will address the mentioned shortcomings by doing the
following:
• A recommender system will be developed, which will utilize five different algorithms
for recommending recipe alternatives. One will purely optimize for similar items, while
remaining four will optimize on four health factors. The five algorithms will be used
each on their on in single-list conditions, and all at once for multi-list conditions.
• Explanations for each list will be generated, which will have basis in what the particular
list is containing, based on which factor it optimizes for - whether it is similar recom-
mendations, or healthier recommendations.
• The developed recommender system will be used in a only study hosted on crowd sourc-
ing platforms, where participants can interact with the system, and their responses will






The study conducted in this thesis investigated how a multi-list interface performed in regards
to nudging users towards healthier food choices compared to a single-list. In the multi-list
interface, each list represented one of five implemented algorithms, where four of them op-
timized for different health factors, and the last provided similar recipes based on computed
similarity. The health factors the algorithm optimizes for are; amount of fat, fiber, carbo-
hydrates and calories. These four factors among others are used by Food Standards Agency
(FSA) in their ’traffic light’ food labeling system, which is in place to more easily distinguish
healthy foods vs. unhealthy foods. The different amounts of these nutrients in food determines
the healthiness of a recipe or particular food item [10].
Also tested in the study was how explanations supported the participants in making health-
ier food choices, and what type of explanations were most effective. The explanations served
as aids to help the user understand what makes the recommendations healthier and help them
make a healthy choice.
The approach for the study consisted of conducting a online user experiment on the sur-
vey platform Prolific, as well as the crowdsourcing platform Amazon Mechanical Turk. To
conduct the experiment, a recommender system was developed, which served participants rec-
ommendations of food recipes while using several algorithms that optimize for different health
factors of the recipes.
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3.1 Dataset
For recommending recipes the developed prototype uses recipes from an Allrecipes.com dataset,
which is composed of over 58,000 recipes and used in several other studies in the food rec-
ommender system domain [54, 55, 56, 53]. A smaller subset of 935 recipes was sampled,
trough randomized queries, across five different categories: Casseroles, Roasts, Salads, Pasta
and Chicken dishes. The same sampling process was applied for the reference recipes, while
also excluding the recipes that are used in the recommendation set. In total the recommender
system prototype used a pool of 28 randomly selected recipes from the same five categories
listed above.
3.2 Prototype of Recommender System
For conducting the experiment, a prototype of a recommender system was developed consist-
ing of several parts and technologies. The majority of the front-end interface was developed
from the ground up, using standard web-development technologies: HTML, JavaScript, CSS
with Bootstrap and PHP. Some aspects regarding data saving was incorporated from Mouselab
WEB1, The participant interacted with a front-end interface which allowed them to browse
recommendations of recipes, read short descriptions, view images and finally select the recipe
that appealed to them most.
Further interaction was trough answering short questionnaires after each selection task,
and also answering longer questionnaires in the introduction, as well as at the end. In total,
the the application presented users with a consent form, introduction survey, five tasks and
a finishing survey that addressed overall satisfaction and choice difficulty. For each task the
prototype presented the user with a reference recipe consisting of an image, title and cooking
directions. The reference recipe was randomly selected from a pool of 28 recipes. Below
the reference recipe the system provided the participant with either 5 or 25 recommendations,
depending on which condition the participant was assigned. A partial screenshot is provided
below in figure 3.1, of the recommender interface. In this figure the structure with reference
recipe, recommendations and questionnaire is presented.
1A tool for creating experiments that monitor decision makers [34].
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Figure 3.1: Partial screenshot of the recommender system. Depicted here is the single-list condition,
with explanations, where five recipes are presented which are similar to the reference recipe, but contain
less fat.
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The back-end retrieved recipes from the compiled dataset, which were indexed by the the
PHP framework Zend Lucene, a framework that has previously been used for querying similar
recipes [47]. The framework allowed for indexation of all the recipes in the recommendation
set, which was in turn utilized for retrieving similar recipes. The approach of retrieving similar






Where R\ri represents all recipes in the recommendation set where the reference recipe
ri is excluded, and sim(ri,r j) is a similarity function. As shown in the work of Trattner &
Jannach [56], similarity functions based on recipe titles performs particularly well in terms of
how users perceive similarity between recipes. Based on the reference recipe title that was
retrieved from the front end, Zend Lucene gathers similar items from the recommendation
set by calculating the Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TD-ITDF) score. Upon
retrieving a list of similar recipes based on the calculated scores, the back-end applied post-
filtering, which sorted the recipes according to which list the recipes was requested for, and
the top-5 recipes were selected.
In example, if the retrieval was for the "similar alternatives with less calories" list, the back-
end first retrieved all similar recipes trough the approach explained above, and then sorted the
list of similar recipes based on the amount of calories the recipe contained. For the "Similar
recipes" list, no post-filtering was conducted as Zend Lucene returned a sorted list based on
similarity scores. Multi-list interfaces made five requests simultaneously for a reference recipe,
as the interface consisted of all lists each time.
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3.3 Procedure
Figure 3.2: Overview of the procedure in the online experiment. Each participant is assigned one of
four conditions after the initial questionnaire. The participants completes a sequence of five tasks and
five short questionnaires before answering a final questionnaire on completion.
The overall procedure of the online experiment is depicted in figure 3.2. Each participant
started off with answering a initial questionnaire that was presented for them and included
questions about basic demographic data such as age, gender, nationality and education. Fol-
lowing these questions, the participants were further asked to input their dietary preferences,
such as if they were vegan, vegetarians, carnivore, or pescatarian. All questions can be seen
in Table 3.1. As seen in figure 3.2, upon completion of the questionnaire, each participant
got assigned one random condition out of four; multi-list with explanations, multi-list without
explanations, single-list with explanations and single-list without explanations. In every con-
dition the participants had to complete a sequence of five tasks, which is depicted in figure 3.2
as T1-T5. After completion of each task there was a short questionnaire afterwards which is
depicted as Q1-Q5.
Every task presented the user with a interface that had a single reference recipe and a rec-
ommendation set for other recipes. The size of the recommendation set that the participant
was presented with depended on which condition the user was assigned. For example if the
user was assigned the condition "large set, no explanations", he or she was presented with a
reference recipe and a recommendation set that contained 25 recipes, but no specific explana-
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tion. In order to answer the research questions, in each task the participant was prompted to
choose one specific recipe from the recommendation set which the participant was most likely
to prepare at home. After making a decision, the participant was then sent to the next page and
presented with a short set of questions to assess satisfaction with the chosen recipe and also
the recommendation set in general. Each question was captured on a 5 - point Likert scale.
As seen in figure 3.2, after completing the whole sequence of tasks (T1-T5), the participants
were presented with a longer finishing questionnaire with questions regarding choice difficulty,






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The online user experiment was subject to a 2x2 between-subjects design as the different
conditions used in the study on one hand varied the recommendation set size, and on the
other hand varied on the usage of explanatory labeling on the presented recommendations.
In total, four conditions were investigated. The condition Small recommendation set, without
explanations can be described as the baseline condition since minimal changes are made to
the recommender system and interface. As seen in the previous chapter, in figure 2.1 and
2.2, this is a common way of presenting recommendations in commercial food recommender
systems, such as allrecipes.com, and seriouseats.com. In this condition the effectiveness of a
single-list interface without explanations was investigated by presenting the participant with
one reference recipe, and a small recommendation set of five recipes. No explanations are
accompanying the recommendations other than ’Similar recipes’.
To contrast this, the condition Small recommendation set, with explanations was used.
Participants who were assigned this condition got presented with the same set size but also an
explanatory label that describes which healthiness factor from the FSA score the the recom-
mendation set optimized for. I.e "recipes that are similar, but low fat/carbohydrates/calories or
high in protein". A partial screenshot of this condition was provided earlier, in figure 3.1.
Participants who were assigned the condition Large recommendation set with no explana-
tions were presented with a reference item, and recommendation sets containing 25 recipes that
varies in similarity between the recommendation sets. In this condition the recommendations
were visually presented in a single large list, however the recommendations were computed
by five different algorithms which makes it multi-list, even if they are not visually separated.
This condition is depicted below, in figure 3.3.
In order to investigate how explanations affected user choices in a multi-list interface,
the condition Large recommendation set with explanations was used. In this condition the
interface presented participants with one reference item and with a total recommendation set
of 25 recipes each, with varied similarity computed by the five algorithms. In this interface the
recommendations were presented in five visually separated lists containing five recipes each.
Each list had explanatory labels attached which explained the content of a particular list. These
explanations were formulated based on which factor the list optimized for. The interface in
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this condition is depicted in 3.4. Lists that contained recipes with a low fat content had an
explanation such as "recipes that are similar but contains less fat". Similarly lists with recipes
that had low caloric content were presented with the explanation "Recipes with low calories",
and at last the computed similarity list had the explanation ’Similar recipes’.
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Figure 3.3: Partial screenshot of the prototype. Depicted is the multi-list condition without explanations,
where participants were presented with a reference recipe and recommendations in five different lists,
which were not labeled individually.
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Figure 3.4: Partial screenshot of prototype. Depicted is the multi-list condition with explanations, where
participants were presented with a reference recipe, as well as similar alternatives across five different
and labeled lists.
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3.3.2 Participants and Descriptive Statistics
General. In total (N = 366) participants fully completed the user experiment. The participants
were sampled trough the survey platform Prolific (N = 182), and the crowd-sourcing platform
Amazon Mechanical Turk (N = 184). Mean age for all participants was 34.24 with a standard
deviation of 13.23, and 52 % of participants responded that they identified as male.
Recruitment Process. During the recruitment process on prolific, a filter on "No dietary
restrictions" was used. Furthermore the experiment was also limited to participate only trough
a desktop computer, as neither of the interfaces was optimized for any other device. On Ama-
zon Mechanical Turk, the participants were filtered based on their qualification level, only
allowing certified users of the platform, who have completed more than 500 HITs2, Upon
completion the participants were compensated with 1.25$ on Prolific, and 0.7$ on mTurk.
Cooking Proficiency and Healthiness. Apart from basic demographic questions, the in-
troduction questionnaire included items that asked the participant about their self assessed
cooking level, and also their dietary healthiness. 46.45% reported that they assess their cook-
ing level as "Medium" good and 44 % reported that they consider they diet healthy, which
was placed slightly over neutral. 36.8 % considered their diet as neutral. The rest of the re-
sponses on self assessed cooking proficiency can be seen in the Table 3.2, while responses for
healthiness can be observed in 3.3.
Table 3.2: Self-assessed cooking proficiency.
Cooking Level Responses




Very Low 4.92 %
Table 3.3: Self-assessed dietary healthiness.
Dietary healthiness Responses




Very unhealthy 1.0 %
2A HIT represents a virtual task that a mturker can work and submit an answer to, and afterwards collect a
reward for completing [4].
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Health Goals. The participants could optionally input if they had any of four goals when
they searched for recipes online, where multiple alternatives was available for selection. The
majority of participants disclosed they had some type of goal when searching for recipes online
(N = 362). The four goals available for selection can be separated in two different categories;
health-oriented eating goals (Recipes should contain little fat or less calories or contain a
lot of fiber) and the other category was preference-oriented eating goals (Recipes should be
similar to what i usually like, or the recipe should fit my preferences). Out of all participants
40% disclosed reported health-oriented goals, and 76% also reported that they had preference-
oriented goals.
Data Filtering. An attention check was included in the recommender system prototype,
which was presented to participants on task 3 in the interface. The attention check was formu-
lated in the form of a mathematical question on subtraction between two values. The results
from the attention check showed 15 % of the users across both platforms failed to pass the
attention check. However, a decision was made to perform analyses on both all users, while
also reporting results when filtered non-passing participants are removed.
3.4 Measures
Figure 3.5: Overview of Knijnenburg et al. Framework [28]. The study investigated the relationship
between changes in System and how it affects Perception, Experience and Interaction.
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This section explains the several measurements that were measured in the study. To explain
the measures used in the study, Knijnenburg et al. [28] framework for user-centric evaluaua-
tion of recommender systems will be used. A general overview of the framework is presented
in 3.5. The measures can be explained according to different aspects of recommender sys-
tems, described in the framework. As the framework is often used for mediation analysis with
structural equation modeling, it is important to note that this type of analysis is out of scope
for this thesis. Instead the framework was used to explain the different measures used in the
study, to explain relations between objective system aspects (OSA) and variables from the
other boxes: perception (SSA), experience (EXP) and interaction (INT) of the system in terms
of satisfaction, perceived diversity and what choices users made.
• Objective system aspects (OSA): Denotes what the system does, such as the underly-
ing algorithms in the recommendation system, and also how the recommendations are
presented to the user in a interface.
The study investigated how changes to different OSAs affected users choices, and evalu-
ation of the system. First, the different conditions altered between how many algorithms
was used to produce recommendations for the participants, and also the recommenda-
tion set size, mainly five vs tventy-five. Another OSA that was investigated was how the
presence or absence of explanatory labels affected user choice, and evaluation.
• Subjective System Aspects (SSA) and Experience (EXP): Firstly, SSA Denotes how
the user perceive the system, such as the appeal of the recommender system and the
usability and quality of the systems recommendations. Subjective system aspects is an
important inclusion, as recommender systems often provide a personalized experience.
The experience aspect in recommender systems according to Knijnenburg et al. signifies
the users evaluation of the system and how the user perceives the interaction with the
system. The experience aspect is measured using questionnaires, and is also further
divided in system, process and outcome related evaluations.
To investigate how participants evaluate multi-list interfaces with regards to food choices,
versus a single list interface (RQ 1.1) the study included short questionnaires after com-
pletion of each task in a condition, where the participants could report on how satisfied
they were with their chosen recipe, and the recommendation set in general. The final
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questionnaire also allowed for measurement of eventual choice difficulty the partici-
pants encountered, in order to answer whether explanations decreases choice difficulty
(RQ2.1).
• Interaction (INT): Signifies the objective effect of using the system and is an observable
behavior of the user. As figure 3.5 shows, the arrow between EXP and INT is double
sided, meaning that there is a high interplay between these two aspects. A positive user
experience can lead to a change in the interaction, but a interaction is also what caused
the user experience in the first place. However, the interplay is not investigated in this
study, as it is out of scope for this thesis.
In order to answer whether a multi-list recommender interface supports healthy food
choices to a larger extent than single-list interfaces (RQ1), the choices participants made
in the interface was recorded, and a computed score, namely “FSA score” of each recipe
was used as a measure for the healthiness of the recipes the participants chose. By
looking at the amounts of macro nutrients; fat, saturated fat, sugar and salt per 100g in
a recipe, the overall healthiness could then be computed by following the standards set
by the Food Standards Agency (FSA). The score ranges from 4 to 12, where 4 is healthy
and 12 unhealthy. Similarly, FSA scores were used as a measure to investigate to what
extent explanations of recommendations support healthier food choices (RQ2). Since
there are differences between conditions regarding recommendation set sizes (5 vs 25),
where some are healthier than others, a comparison entirely based on the FSA score of
the chosen recipe does not accurately depict if a choice was unhealthy or healthy. To
combat this, an average FSA score for all presented recipes was computed, as well as a
variable that allowed for relative comparison of the choice (FSA score of choice, minus
average FSA of all recommendations).
• Personal Characteristics (PC): These are characteristics such as demographics of the
user, trust the user has towards the system, the users expertise and knowledge in the
domain and also perceived control. For example a new user will have low familiarity of
the recommender system, but an older user has more familiarity, and thus this can affect
the user experience and interaction in positive and negative ways.
The study measured user characteristics by prompting participants to answer questions
in both the initial questionnaire. Each participant was asked to report their dietary prefer-
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ences; carnivore, vegan, vegetarian, pescatarian or none. Furthermore, the users reported
on simple demographic data, such as age and gender, and also their skill level when it
comes to cooking. In addition they were inquired on if they had any health-related goals
or not (i.e: recipes should be healthy and contain little fat), as well as any preference-
realted goals (i.e: recipes should match my previous preferences). As demonstrated in
previous chapters, users have different preferences for food, as well as goals which can
affect their choices. Having specific goals because of health-related issues or the desire
to eat healthier changes how a person looks for food items and what they can consume
[29, 39]. By capturing whether participants have a health-related goal, an comparison
can be conducted to see if users with health-related goals choose makes different choices
trough the various tasks, compared to users without such goals and also it is possible to
compare the level of choice-satisfaction between the two groups. Moreover, same com-
parisons can be conducted for participants with or without preference-related goals, to
identify how having preferences affect user choices or satisfaction.
3.5 Statistical Analyses
The Knijnenburg et al. [28] framework mentioned in the measures section recommends a
path model for evaluating recommender systems. In relation to this study the framework was
not used beyond explaining the different measures in the study. Thus the statistical analyses
conducted consisted primarily of comparing variances between the conditions from the exper-
iment, and examining which changes to system aspects affected user choices and evaluation.
The main method of comparison was utilizing two-way ANOVA tests, to examine variances
and interaction in the 2x2 Research design (Multi-list x Explanations).
As the finishing questionnaire contained 11 items across three factors, an exploratory factor
analysis was performed to remove items that did not load properly on their respective factor,
and to reduce the total amount of items to three factors. A Cronbachs alpha test was con-
ducted as a confirmatory step, to examine the internal consistency of the questionnaire. After a
factor analysis model was fitted, a prediction was ran on values for the three factors across all






This chapter provides an overview of the results from the conducted analysis. The sections
in the chapter are primarily organized by research questions, and the analysis conducted for
answering them. Additional analyses were performed on users with eating goals versus with-
out, in order to determine how having goals can affect the FSA score of a chosen recipe as
well as satisfaction. Furthermore, reports on a conducted regression analysis, as well as other
interesting findings is reported at the end of the chapter.
• Section 4.1 details results of analyses performed in order to evaluate if multi-list rec-
ommender systems leads to healthier food choices, as well as how having eating goals
affects the healthiness of choices.
• Section 4.2 details results of analyses performed to determine whether multi-list inter-
faces increase satisfaction or not, as well as how having eating goals affects the evalua-
tion of the recommender system.
• Section 4.3 details the results of analyses performed to evaluate the effectiveness of
explanations in regards to healthier food choices.
• Section 4.4 details the results of the analysis performed to see if explanations can de-
crease choice difficulty.
• Section 4.5 Shows results of a fitted regression model used to examine which factors
determines the FSA score of chosen recipes.
• Section 4.6 details the results of other, exploratory analyses conducted.
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4.1 Multi-list For Supporting Healthier Food Choices (RQ1)
To answer RQ1, To what extent can a multi-list recommender interface support healthy food
choices, compared to a single list interface? a two-way ANOVA test on the FSA score of
the chosen recipe was performed across the four different conditions. A two-way ANOVA
test was conducted to identify significant variances between the conditions, and the interaction
between list conditions and explanation conditions.
FSA Deviation Between Recommendations and Choice. A two-way ANOVA test (Table
4.1) conducted on the relative FSA score, between multi-list and single-list groups shows that
the average deviation was higher for participants using the multi-list interface (M = 0.36) com-
pared to the single-list interface (M = 0.03): F(1,1826) = 25.07, p < 0.001. An interaction
effect was also found between explanations and list conditions, where the effect is apparent be-
tween the two single-list conditions; without-explanations (M = 0.18) and with-explanations
(M =−0.10): F(1,1826) = 4.77, p < 0.05. The marginal effects are depicted in figure 4.1 No
significant differences were found when omitting users who did not pass the attention check.
Figure 4.1: Marginal effects plot showing the interaction effect between the explanation and list condi-
tion, with S.E. Bars.
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Table 4.1: Results of two-way ANOVA on the relative FSA score of chosen recipes.
Condition df SS MS F p
Explanation 1 4.13 4.13 2.02 0.155
List 1 51.21 51.21 25.07 0.000
Explanation:List 1 9.75 9.75 4.77 0.029
Residual 1826 3729.45 2.04
Considering Health-oriented Goals. Also analyzed was the relative FSA score while
considering the different goals participants had while searching for recipes, trough a two-way
ANOVA test. Results from the analysis, presented in Table 4.2 show that participants with
health-oriented recipe search goals chose on average healthier recipes (M = 0.08) compared to
those which did not have such goals (M = 0.27): F(1,1828) = 7.33, p < 0.01. No significant
changes in the results were discovered after omitting participants who did not pass the attention
check.
Considering Preference-oriented Goals. Apart from health-oriented goals, the partici-
pants could optionally inform if they have goals that a particular recipe should either match
their preferences, or that they should be similar to what they usually like. Reported in Table
4.2, results from a one-way ANOVA showed that those who did not disclose any preference
goal had higher FSA deviation (M = 0.24) compared to those with such goal (M = 0.16):
F(1,1828) = 1.47, p = 0.22. The variation was however not found significant. No statisti-
cally significant results were found when participants who did not pass the attention check
were omitted. Finally, results from a comparison between users with a goal for similar recipes,
versus those without (Reported in Table 4.2) showed that having a similarity goal led to higher
FSA deviation (M = 0.26), compared to not having such goal (M = 0.13): F(1,1828) = 3.63,
p = 0.057. However, the variance was also not found significant. Omitting the non passing
participants yielded the same outcome.
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Table 4.2: Results of one-way ANOVA on the relative FSA score between users with goals.
Goal df SS MS F p
Health-oriented goal 1 15.16 15.16 7.33 0.066
Residual 1828 3779.39 2.07
Preference Goal 1 3.06 3.06 1.47 0.224
Residual 1828 3791.48 2.07
Similar Goal 1 7.52 7.52 3.63 0.057
Residual 1828 3787.03 2.07
4.2 Multi-List for Increasing Satisfaction (RQ1.1)
Table 4.3: Results of the factor analysis on user satisfaction with regards to their recipe choices, which




To what extent do you like the recipe you’ve chosen? .8629
How likely are you to actually prepare the recipe you’ve chosen? .8428
How much do you like the list of recommended similar recipes? .7225
Similar approach to answering RQ1 was taken in order to answer RQ1.1: To which extent
do multi-list interfaces increase satisfaction regarding their food choices compared to a single-
list interface? In the experiment the participants were presented with a short questionnaire
after each selection task, inquiring on satisfaction of the chosen recipe. All three items are
presented in Table 4.4. The answers were captured on a 5-point Likert scale.
Factor Analysis. A factor analysis was conducted on the three questionnaire items asked
after each recipe selection task, which can be seen with their loadings in Table 4.3. The
results from the factor analysis show only one reliably identified factor, with proper loadings
for each item above 0.5. To confirm internal consistency of the questionnaire, a Cronhbachs
Alpha test was conducted showing an alpha score of α = 0.8 which is an acceptable level of
reliability. While a factor analysis was also conducted for the finishing questionnaire regarding
choice difficulty, the two analyses were done separately. The decision was made due to the
multi-levelness of responses on the short questionnaire, where each participant answered the
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questions five times in total, while the choice difficulty questionnaire was answered only once
per participant.
Analyzing User Satisfaction. Using the single factor distinguished by the factor anal-
ysis above, a two-way ANOVA test reported in Table 4.4 showed higher satisfaction levels
for multi-list users (M = 0.11), compared to single-list users (M = −0.11): F(1,1826) =
28.10, p < 0.001. No interaction effect was found between explanations and list condition:
F(1,1826) = 2.89, p = 0.08.
Whereas the multi-list interface was more favorable on the dataset with all users, the single-
list interface becomes more favorable when omitting users that did not pass the attention check,
as reported in Table 4.5. For multi-list users the satisfaction score was lower (M =−0.11). In
comparison single-list users showed higher satisfaction levels (M = 0.11): F(1,1551)= 22.71,
p < 0.001. An interaction effect between list and explanation conditions was also found,
showing differences between single-list with explanations (M = 0.03) and single-list without
explanations (M = 0.18), as well as multi-list without explanations (M = −0.15) and with
explanations (M = −0.07): F(1,1551) = 5.95, p < 0.05. The marginal effects are illustrated
in figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2: Marginal effects plot showing the interaction effect between the explanation and list condi-
tion, when omitting participants that did not pass the attention check, with S.E. Bars.
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Table 4.4: Results of ANOVA on the user satisfaction.
Condition df SS MS F p
Explanation 1 1.3 1.3 1.51 0.218
List 1 23.96 23.96 28.10 0.000
List:Explanation 1 2.46 2.46 2.89 0.090
Residual 1826 1556.91 2.92
To identify the reason for discrepancy when omitting non-passing users, an analysis was
conducted on only the participants that did not pass the attention check. Results, as reported in
Table 4.6 show that users which did not pass the attention check rated the multi-list interface
very favorably (M = 0.10), whereas quite lower values were found for single-list with expla-
nations (M = −0.12): F(1,271) = 3.89, p < 0.05. Taking these values into consideration
may explain the discrepancy in satisfaction when omitting participants that did not pass the
attention check.
Table 4.5: Results of two-way ANOVA on user satisfaction, after omitting users who did not pass the
attention check.
Condition df SS MS F p
Explanation 1 0.87 0.87 1.02 0.313
List 1 19.50 19.50 22.71 0.000
List:Explanation 1 5.11 5.11 5.95 0.015
Residual 1551 1331.83 0.86
Table 4.6: Results of two-way ANOVA on the 55 participants that did not pass the attention check.
Condition df SS MS F p
Explanation 1 2.78 2.78 3.41 0.066
List 1 3.18 3.18 3.89 0.050
List:Explanation 1 2.36 2.32 2.84 0.093
Residual 271 221.24 0.82
Considering Health-oriented Goals. Results from a one-way ANOVA reported in table
4.7 showed that participants without any health oriented goal showed lower satisfaction with
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their choices (M =−0.11) compared to those who informed that they had any of the two health
oriented goals (M = 0.16): F(1,1828) = 38.57, p < 0.001. Differences were found when
omitting users that did not pass the attention check. Users with health oriented goals were less
satisfied with their choice (M = −0.14) compared to those without such goals (M = 0.08):
F(1,1553) = 22.48, p < 0.001.
Considering Preference-oriented Goals. Also explored was the relationship between
preference oriented goals that participants had. The results from the ANOAVA are presented
in Table 4.7 showed that participants which disclosed that the recipes should match their pref-
erences were less satisfied with their choice (M = −0.07), compared to those without such
goal (M = 0.08): F(1,1826) = F12.64, p < 0.001. Different tendencies were found when
non-passing users on the attention check were omitted. Users who reported having a prefer-
ence goal reported higher satisfaction with their choice (M = 0.04) compared to users without
preference goal (M =−0.06): F(1,1553) = 5.59, p < 0.05.
Table 4.7: Results of one-way ANOVA test on user satisfaction between users with and without goals.
Condition df SS MS F p
Health goal 1 32.74 32.74 38.57 0.000
Residual 1828 1551.88 0.85
Preference goal 1 10.89 10.89 12.648 0.000
Residual 1828 1573.73 0.86
Table 4.8: Results of one-way ANOVA test on user satisfaction between users with and without goals,
after omitting users who did not pass the attention check.
Condition df SS MS F p
Health goal 1 19.37 19.37 22.48 0.000
Residual 1553 1337.94 0.86
Preference goal 1 4.87 4.87 5.59 0.018
Residual 1553 1352.44 0.87
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4.3 Recommendation Explanations for Supporting Healthier Choices (RQ2)
In line with the analysis performed for RQ1, RQ2: To what extent do recommendation expla-
nations support healthier food choices? was examined by performing a two-way ANOVA test
on the relative FSA score variable.
FSA Deviation Between Recommendations and Choice. Results from a two-way ANOVA
test reported in Table 4.1 showed no evidence for explanations decreasing the relative FSA
score. Even though the deviation was higher in the conditions with explanations (M = 0.24)
versus without explanations (M = 0.15): F(1,1826) = 2.02, p = 0.15 The variance can be
explained due to the slight existence of interaction effect between the list condition and ex-
planation condition, which is apparent between single-list with explanations (M = 0.15) and
without explanations (M =−0.09): F(1,1826) = 4.77, p < 0.05. The marginal effects of the
interaction can be seen in figure 4.1. No significant changes were found in the results when
omitting users who did not pass the attention check. The tendencies of unhealthier choices by
users in non-explanation conditions still persist, however the results are not significant.
4.4 Explanations for User Evaluation (RQ2.1)
After the participants completed the five selection tasks, they were presented with an final
questionnaire containing 11 items. The questionnaire inquired on three main factors: Choice
difficulty, recommendation variety and understandability of the recommendations and expla-
nations.
Factor Analysis. Firstly, an exploratory factor analysis was conducted in order to remove
items that did not load properly on their respective factor. The results from the factor analysis
can be seen in Table 4.9 with loadings, as well as the removed items. At last a Cronbachs
Alpha test was conducted after the factor analysis to check the internal consistency of the
questionnaire, with results showing α = 0.5 before removal of items that did not load properly,
and α = 0.61 after removal, which is an acceptable level of reliability. The factor analysis
allowed for prediction of values for each participant across the three factors, which were in
turn used in a two-way ANOVA between the conditions.
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Table 4.9: Results of the exploratory factory analysis on on user evaluation aspects, which participants
were inquired on after completing the five selection tasks. Items in grey and without factor loading
were omitted from the analysis.
Aspect Item Loading
Choice Difficulty
I changed my mind several times before choosing a recipe. .7051
I think I selected the most attractive recipe from each list.
I was in doubt between multiple recipes. .7255
The task of choosing a recipe was overwhelming. .5674
Perceived Diversity
The lists of recommended recipes were varied. .5755
The recommendation lists included recipes from many different categories. .6433
Several recipes in each list differed strongly from each other. .5299
Most recipes were of the same type. .5926
Understandability I understood why recipes were recommended to me. 6623
The explanations of recipes, such as ‘similar recipes’, were clear to me. .7565
I did not understand the presented explanations.
Perceived Choice Difficulty. One of the factors measured if users experienced choice
difficulty when selecting a recipe from the recommendation sets. A two-way ANOVA test,
reported in Table 4.10 between the conditions of with and without explanations showed that
explanations did not effectively reduce choice difficulty for participants. Participants assigned
conditions with explanations did report higher choice difficulty (M = 0.04) compared to par-
ticipants without explanations (M =−0.04): F(1,362) = 0.89, p= 0.34, however the variance
was not found significant. Furthermore, no significance was found on the interaction between
list-condition and explanation-condition: F(1,362) = 0.01, p = 0.92. Even though single list
users reported less choice difficulty compared to multi-list users, the variance is not explained
by the inclusion of explanations, but rather multi-list condition creating higher choice diffi-
culty.
Perceived Diversity of Recommendations. Furthermore, there was no significant vari-
ance found (Table 4.11) on perceived diversity of recommendations between having explana-
tions (M = 0.05), versus not having any explanations (M =−0.5): F(1,362) = 0.58, p= 0.44.
No interaction effect was found between list and explanation conditions: F(1,362) = 1.79,
p = 0.18.
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Table 4.10: Results of the two-way ANOVA on the choice difficulty variable.
Condition df SS MS F p
Explanation 1 0.65 0.65 0.89 0.346
List 1 15.15 15.15 20.75 0.000
List:Explanation 1 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.924
Residual 362 264.29 0.73
Table 4.11: Results of two-way ANOVA on the diveristy variable.
Condition df SS MS F p
Explanation 1 0.41 0.41 0.59 0.445
List 1 1.05 1.05 1.49 0.223
List:Explanation 1 1.26 1.26 1.79 0.182
Residual 362 255.59 0.71
Perceived Understandability. The last factor measured how well the participants un-
derstood both the explanations and recommendations. Results from a one-way ANOVA test
reported in Table 4.12 showed no significant difference for explanations increasing the under-
standability of recommendations. Although variance in means exists between having explana-
tions (M = 0.07) compared to not having any explanations (M = −0,07): F(1,362) = 3.08,
p = 0.07 conditions, the results are not statistically significant. This entails that participants
that were served explanations did not have higher understanding of the recommendations and
explanations compared to those who were not served any explanation further than Similar
recipes. Equal analyses for each of the factors were performed on the dataset after omitting
users which did not pass the attention check, without significant changes in the results.
Table 4.12: Results of two-way ANOVA on the understandability variable.
Condition df SS MS F p
Explanation 1 2.10 2.10 3.08 0.080
List 1 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.818
List:Explanation 1 0.59 0.59 0.86 0.353
Residual 362 246.27 0.68
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4.5 Regression Analysis
To examine which factors determine the FSA score of chosen recipes, a regression analysis
was conducted on the dependent variable FSA score, based on several independent variables
on personal characteristics, as well as the two condition variables. The variables that were used
in the regression analysis stems from the introductory questionnaire, and can be categorized in
four different categories, all variables can be seen in the entire regression Table 4.13. Variables
under demographics include age, education and gender, while the category “eating goals” are
concerned whether the participant disclosed any of the four eating goals as explained earlier.
Furthermore, the variables multi-list and explanation were used in the regression analysis,
as well as personal factors such as if participants had any allergies, what level of cooking
experience they had as well as the healthiness of their diets.
The dataset was examined for potential multicollinearity before conducting the regression
analysis. No traces of multicollinearity was found. The pairwise correlations are depicted in
figure 4.3.
Figure 4.3: Heatmap depicting pairwise correlations, which were used to examine multicollinearity.
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Demographics. The intro-survey inquired users on three different demographic variables,
namely age, education and gender. In turn, these variables were used to examine how they
affect the FSA score of the chosen recipe. However, as shown in Table 4.13 no statistically
significant results were found for either of the three variables.
Eating goals. Responses on whether participants had any of the four eating goals were
also used as variables in the regression analysis, to identify if having eating goals determines
the FSA score of a chosen recipe. As shown in Table 4.13, two statistically significant results
were found, namely having the eating goal recipes should be healthy and contain a lot of fiber
(β = −0.245, p < 0.05), and the recipe should fit my preferences (β = −0.196, p < 0.05).
Having either of these goals affected the FSA score positively, meaning lower FSA scores. The
goal, Recipes should contain less fat and fewer calories also affected the FSA score positively
(β = −0.114, p = 0.23), however this result was not statistically significant. The last goal,
recipes should be similar to what i usually like impacted the FSA score negatively, as well as
having much smaller impact. The results was however not statistically significant (β = 0.071,
p = 0.4).
Condition Variables. Both condition variables were used in the regression analysis;
whether the participants was assigned multi-list condition or not, as well as if the interface
presented explanations or not. The findings were consistent with what was discovered in the
ANOVA tests reported earlier. Multi-list condition showed negative impact on the FSA score,
meaning unhealthier recipes (β = 0.451, p < 0.001). Explanations showed positive impact on
the FSA score, however the results was not found significant (β =−0.118, p = 0.15).
Personal Factors. Three additional personal factors were also used in the regression anal-
ysis, which are concerned with having any eating allergies, what level of self-assesed cooking
experience the participant had, as well as how the participant assessed the healthiness of their
diet. While the variable concerned with allergies showed positive impact on the FSA score
(β =−0.156, p = 0.10), neither of the results showed statistical significance.
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Table 4.13: Results of regression analysis on the dependent variable FSA score of the chosen recipe.
Aspect Variable β Std.Err p
Demographics Age -0.006 0.003 0.061
Education 0.057 0.051 0.264
Gender -0.057 0.088 0.523
Eating goals Fiber Goal -0.245 0.113 0.030
Less Fat/Cal Goal. -0.114 0.094 0.225
Pref. Goal -0.196 0.088 0.026
Sim. Goal 0.071 0.084 0.396
Condition Explanation -0.118 0.081 0.146
Multi-List 0.451 0.080 0.000
Personal Allergy -0.156 0.095 0.102
Cooking Experience 0.045 0.055 0.409
Diet Health. -0.006 0.044 0.899
4.6 Other Findings
Other analyses were also conducted, in order to identify potential interesting results regarding
favorable lists. While all single-list users made one choice for each list, the multi-list users had
the ability to select from multiple selections for each list. A simple count between participants
in the multi-list condition show that "similar recipes" list was selected from most (233 times),
with "more fiber" coming in second place (233 times), which is depicted in figure 4.4, subfig-
ure A. However, comparing multi-list with explanation users to multi-list without explanations
it became evident that participants assigned the multi-list condition with explanations selected
more from "recipes with more fiber" list, as opposed to users without explanation where "Sim-
ilar recipes" was more favorable. The difference in distributions are depicted in figure 4.4,
under subfigure B and C.
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(a) Both multi-list conditions
(b) Multi-list with explanations
(c) Multi-list without explanations





The goal of this thesis was to investigate whether a multi-list food recommender interface
with explanations could lead to healthier food choices, as well as exploring how multi-list and
explanations affect how users evaluate the recommender system in terms of reducing choice
difficulty, and increase perception of diversity and understandability. Multi-list recommender
interfaces and explanations have been both utilized in commercial settings, but limited atten-
tion has been paid to effects such interfaces have in recommender systems, not only limited
to the food domain. Furthermore, considering health in food recommender systems has only
been focused in recent years, which is a challenge with regards to providing healthier meals for
users. Multi-list interfaces have however been explored in research where in [11, 40], the au-
thors examined satisfaction levels, trust and intention to return. In [38] the authors looked at the
persuasive abilities of structured recommendation sets, versus unstructured, and [26] explored
different multi-list approaches for similarity-based recommendations. However, research on
multi-list interfaces have yet to be addressed in the food recommender system domain.
This thesis has addressed the mentioned shortcomings by conducting an online experiment
with a food recommender prototype. This, in turn allowed for several comparisons on health-
iness and satisfaction between a multi-list interface and more traditional single-list interface.
The work conducted in the thesis also compared potential effects of explanations on both the
healthiness of user choices, as well as their evaluation of the recommender systems expressed
in choice difficulty, perceived diversity and understandability, as well as satisfaction. On one
hand, there has been some recent work for health in food recommender systems, even with
explanations, such as Cataldo et al. [36] which explored natural language justifications based
on user characteristics and knowledge about the food items. Explanations in the form of nutri-
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tional values were explored in [22, 15, 31]. On the other hand explanations in conjunction with
multi-lists have been utilized and researched previously in multiple domains such as Netflix,
however their effects have not been evaluated thoroughly in a user-centric way.
Multi-list For Healthier Food Choies (RQ1). With regards to multi-list for healthier
choices, it was expected that a multi-list interface where several lists optimized for different
healthiness factors would lead to users taking healthier food choices (RQ1). However, re-
sults from the analysis show the contrary; multi-list interface led to users taking unhealthier
choices, compared to the single-list counterparts. Not only did users in single-list conditions
have healthier choices compared to multi-list users, they also actively chose healthier alterna-
tives relative to what they were presented. As the single-list interface in the study had some-
what healthier recommendations, the larger availability of healthier alternatives may have led
to healthier choices as well. The experiment did not specifically prompt users to select healthy
recipes, but rather what they find satisfactory. While no previous works have been conducted
on multi-lists in food recommender systems regarding healthiness of choices, looking at pre-
vious findings with regards online food preferences tendencies are that preferences towards
unhealthier food items are more prevalent [16]. These findings are likewise supported by the
study conducted by Musto et al. [37] which found that popular recipes in their dataset were
most likely to be chosen if they contained more carbs and saturated fat. Results in this thesis
further supports the notion of unhealthy recipes being selected more frequently as well as be-
ing evaluated more satisfactory. Meaning that the multi-list recommender system was not able
to conquer users preferences towards unhealthier alternatives.
Multi-list and Evaluation (RQ1.1). It was examined whether multi-list recommender
systems could affect how users evaluates the recommender system, because of previous find-
ings in [25, 38], which links larger diversity of choices with higher satisfaction. From the
analysis detailed in section 4.2 findings show that users were indeed more satisfied with multi-
list interfaces compared to those that used the single-list interface. This entails that results
from the study are similar to previous studies which have showed how increasing the amount
of options also increases the choice satisfaction [25, 38]. Furthermore, user evaluation was
measured on both their recipe choices, as well as the entire set of recommendations, and per-
ceived diversity. Users expressed more satisfaction with their choices in the multi-list interface
compared to single-list users, which is consistent with previous studies linking organization of
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recommendations with satisfaction. Chen & Pu found that organization based interfaces left
users more satisfied [11], as well as the users built more trust to the system and had higher in-
tention to return [40]. Surprisingly, the tests done on perceived diversity did however not find
statistical significant evidence that users had the impression of a more diverse recommendation
set in a multi-list interface, which is in contrast to Jannach et al. [26] who found that multi-list
interfaces left the user with the impression of more diversified set of recommendations.
Explanations for Healthier Food Choices (RQ2). Also investigated was the addition of
explanations to determine if this could affect food choices users made towards healthier al-
ternatives, based on previous studies that explanations may have persuasive abilities [50, 51].
One factor for humans selecting unhealthy food online can be explained by the general pref-
erence for unhealthy food, as well as not being able to identify what is healthy or not. By
explaining each set of recommendations it was hypothesized that this could mitigate the lack
of knowledge and lead to higher appeal for less similar, but healthier alternatives. The analysis
however showed that explanations did not have any significant effect on the healthiness of cho-
sen recipes. These results confirms previous findings regarding persuasion and explanations,
which have shown that users can be hard to persuade, even with explanations [52]. Previous
studies have demonstrated that it may be challenging for consumers and users to understand
nutritional information, and deciding if food items are healthy or not [42, 16]. While the ex-
planations informed the user about nutritional content in the recipes, limited understanding on
the subject of nutrients may have led to inefficient nudging towards healthier recipes.
Eating goals. Further analyses showed that personal factors could serve as potential factors
for selecting healthier recipes. The experiment inquired on whether participants had any spe-
cific goals when searching for recipes online, both health-oriented goals, as well as preference-
oriented goals. The analysis showed significant difference between users with health-oriented
goals compared to those without any. Users who disclosed that they had a health-oriented goal
selected healthier recipes. Similar findings where found in a fitted regression model which
showed significant results between the health-oriented goal Recipes should be healthy and
have lot of fiber and a positive effect on the FSA score (healthier recipes), further confirming
that users that have health-oriented goals select healthier alternatives. This can be seen up
against findings in previous literature from other domains showing that people with healthier
diets are more aware of nutritional values in products, and what constitutes healthy meals or
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not, as well as consumers with diet related health problems utilizes nutrition labeling in order
to identify food that they can consume [29, 39]. This could entail that participants which had
health-oriented goals had greater prerequisites to identify healthier recipes and also have ini-
tial preference for selecting such recipes in the first place, as they will constitute a satisfactory
choice.
As previous findings show that humans generally have a preference towards unhealthy
food [16], analyses were conducted for both preference-oriented goals to see how having such
goals affects the FSA score of a chosen recipe. The findings showed variance in FSA score,
between goal-having users and those without, meaning that participants with the goal Recipes
should be similar to what i usually like chose recipes with higher FSA score. However, the
results were not found statistically significant in a two-way ANOVA test. For the goal Recipes
should fit my preferences the participants who reported having this goal chose more healthier
recipes, but yet no statistical significance was found. Analyses were also conducted to mea-
sure any correlation between personal factors and satisfaction, similar to what was done for
healthiness. Findings from the analysis showed significant difference between users who had
health-oriented goals as opposed to users without. Those who reported having health-oriented
goals were more satisfied with their choices and recommendations, whereas those without re-
ported slight dissatisfaction, which could imply that the recommender system to some extent
supported users with health-goals in finding satisfying choices, similar to how Musto et al.
User Holistic Model supported participants who seeked general healthy eating habits [37].
Explanations and Evaluation of Recommender System(RQ2.1) Finally it was hypoth-
esized that addition of explanations to the recommendations would lead to decreased choice
difficulty and increase perception of diversity and understandability. Findings from previous
studies suggest that explanations of recommendations makes it more comfortable to users to
use a recommender system [40], as well as explanations can help users understand the rec-
ommendations better thus making it easier for them to make a choice [58]. Surprisingly, the
findings detailed in section 4.9 found no significant difference for explanations reducing choice
overload, or increasing users understandability of what was presented to them. Higher preva-
lence of choice overload was found by users using the multi-list system, which are consistent
with findings in previous studies done on the subject of choice overload [25], and explanations
did not successfully mitigate this issue.
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5.1 Limitations
Some limitations can be listed for this thesis. Firstly, the developed recommender system did
not offer participants the ability to search for particular recipes themselves, and explore the in-
terface in an entirely naturalistic setting. Hosting the study on crowd-sourcing platforms such
as mTurk and Prolific also introduces some limitations, such as some participants may not
have been entirely interested in food. However, hosting on crowd-sourcing platforms allows
for a greater sample size. Furthermore, even though food preferences are subjective no recom-
mendations were personalized to each specific user in this experiment, as various studies have
personalized food recommendations with success earlier. Thus, this thesis only focused on an-
alyzing a multi-list approach with recommendations, leaving personalized recommendations
to future work in multi-list food recommender systems.
The experiment included an attention check midway in the tasks, where the goal was to
identify potential users who submitted random responses both on the selection task and in
the questionnaires. The total amount of participants that did not pass the attention check was
55 users. A decision was made to analyze an the data and report the findings both including
all users, as well as omitting the users who did not pass the attention check. Making this
decision was supported by two factors: Comparisons showed that omitting non-passing users
did not make significant difference on the main analyses regarding healthiness of choices and
choice difficulty. Differences were however found regarding choice satisfaction, where it was
shown that multi-list were most favorable between all users, but when omitting non-passing
users single-list interfaces were more preferred. The discrepancy was caused by non-passing
users who favored multi-list interfaces highly, compared to single-list interfaces. Furthermore,
even if attention checks are common practice in online experiments, studies have shown that
attention checks can change the behavior of the participant for the remainder of the study [23].
Even though participants in online surveys and experiments such as the one conducted
here are prompted to pay attention and give honest answers, the fact that the experiment is
conducted on ones personal computer cannot be overseen. This meaning that notifications,
other applications on the computer and social media can steal a users attention while partic-
ipating in the experiment. While this lack of control of setting can in some ways harm the




Several aspects could be addressed in future research. Addressing the limitations, future stud-
ies should be conducted in a more naturalistic setting, and where users have more control over
the search aspect. For example allowing for custom searches on an established recipe website,
where users can input a search query and get recommendations presented in a multi-list inter-
face with explanations - as opposed to the approach taken in this thesis with a reference recipe.
Furthermore, food-search is a highly subjective aspect, loaded with constructed personal pref-
erences. Accounting for personal preferences trough personalizing recommendations should
be investigated, similar to commercial applications in other domains such as Netflix, where
several lists in the multi-list interface are personalized on different aspects. This can be done
by adapting the multi-list interface with an addition of one or more lists that serve participants
recommendations directly based on different factors. Such factors can be specific preferences,
like favorable cuisine or ingredients. Furthermore, goals and dietary restrictions can be catered
to, by providing lists that recommends recipes that suits a persons diet, as well as eliminating
alternatives that are not suitable for the person. Following the personalization of recommen-
dations, personalized explanations should also be explored and investigated if these have a
greater potential for persuasiveness.
Investigating larger changes in the choice architecture could yield interesting results. This
can be done by investigating how list placement affects user choices and evaluation, as well
as emphasizing particular aspects trough making specific lists larger than others. Future re-
search should also pay more attention to how much information should be displayed to the
user at once, and how. As multi-list interfaces introduce choice difficulty because of the larger
recommendation set, changes to how information such as ingredients and ingredients are pre-
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